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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Competition between cities in globalization has been made through various efforts. The city must also win a competition through brands in the form of quality of life of creative cities. UNESCO also lists the need for an optimal effort to develop the community's culture and creativity to stimulate the city's regeneration into sustainability. The study aims to dissect the city of Pekalongan as a case study. The research uses qualitative methods with data collection through the Big Data harvesting process analyzed through the interpretation process. The findings are the relationship between the physical elements of city space and the strong meaning concerning the creative abilities possessed by its people, both tangible and intangible. It is this strength that underlies the distinctive and sustainable cultural development to build a city competitive advantage.

\textbf{Introduction}

UNESCO Creative Cities Network (UCCN) is an institution that promotes various collaborative efforts among several cities that can identify their identities through their economic creativity. UCCN was founded in 2004 and had 246 members worldwide, and jointly strives to achieve sustainable development for their cities.

What is meant by sustainable development is an effort to work together to achieve a common goal, namely, placing creativity and the cultural heritage industry as the main priority in the active development of their cities both at the local and international levels.

A city is a place that gives us an idea of the ownership and identity of the owner. In this urban space, there has been a mixture of lifestyle and its inhabitants' creative potential. The resident community's life concerns the tastes and environment in which the place is located and becomes the potential for developing creativity and uniqueness according to the existing context (Bawole 2020).

One of the meanings of innovativeness is a cycle that can help people accomplish their ideal social dreams. Imagination is likewise fit for
being another monetary motor, where the idea of an innovative city squeezes HR is the central part of the improvement of metropolitan strength. Consequently, the inventive city turns into a unique idea, zeroing in on inventiveness, local area improvement, and culture as the primary pointers to get a lively, agreeable, practical, and creating city for people in the future (Varbanova 2007).

An aspect that is quite important in developing a sustainable creative city is introducing history and memories of local culture, cultural resources, and art to society in the existing public space. Efforts to develop a place attachment that is unique and meaningful for people who live and work in the city will make the residents feel, "I love this city" that is an attraction for visitors and tourists who come (Florek 2011).

This paper will focus on the concept of a creative city both in theory and practice using a case study on the city of Pekalongan in Central Java, Indonesia.

The concept of a creative city that refers to creativity is always attached to art and culture that can create new industries and open job opportunities.

From the perspective of the urban economy, creative cities are expected to solve homelessness and inadequate urban environmental facilities, as revealed in several previous studies using the concept of creative cities as an effort to promote sustainable urban development (Sasaki 2010).

As part of the development of the city's potential, vibrant culture and long history, Indonesia has become part of the Creative City Network through 3 existing cities, namely: (1) Bandung since 2015; (2) Pekalongan since 2014 and (3) Ambon since 2019 as can be seen in figure 1 below.

![Figure 1. Distribution of UNESCO Creative City Networking in Indonesia](image)

Creative City Network covers seven creative fields: Crafts and Folk Arts, Media Arts, Film, Design, Gastronomy, Literature, also Music. The three cities mentioned above are unique based on society's position and history, where Pekalongan is part of the Craft and Folks Art; Bandung is a city of design and Ambon as a city of music.

This research will focus on the city of Pekalongan as the first city to get a position as a member of the creative city network as a case study evaluating the role of CCN as part of increasing the city's competitive ability, considering that Bandung and Ambon are respectively provincial capitals and Pekalongan is a municipal city become part of the province of Central Java. Thus, the variable aspects and findings of this study can be used in other similar cities in Indonesia.

**Method**

The research was conducted using a qualitative interpretive method in cities that have obtained similarities as Creative City Network members in the UNESCO list of creative cities. Data collection was carried out using internet data from both the official UNESCO page and significant data harvesting on social media. The case study was conducted in Pekalongan city. Measurements are made using several qualitative variables on people and places that affect their ability to change space's strength. The method used is the "Butterfly Mamoli" method, where this concept tries to compare the community's idealism as the owner of the space in using the space (Nursanty 2021), as shown in the figure 2 below.

![Figure 2. Butterfly mamoli concept](image)

Big data is large volumes of information generated quickly, digitally coded, and often
linked to other network data and can provide valuable evidence for studying phenomena. This research explores qualitative research's potential using an analysis process on big data, including text retrieval, interpretive analysis, visualization of information and data, etc. (Mills 2018). The Internet Big Data supports a qualitative research process, covering everything from its analytical potential to its methodological and ethical procedures. The data generated in everyday life is digitally mediated, stored, and analyzed in the present. Thus, big data is defined as digitally encoded information in a new scope and scale about a phenomenon interconnected and related to other network data (Mills 2018).

The case study selection was carried out in a structured manner in cities with the same potential, namely in the form of port cities in the past, and which have been registered in the UNESCO Creative City Network. It is done to find a similar phenomenon in human relations and place as an element forming branding in the world's creative cities (Oaks, Aberdeen, and Psychology 2013; Yin 2008). The analysis was carried out using a mixed-method, namely by combining Big Data harvesting with the rational systematization of the "Butterfly-Mamoli" analytical method. Big Data harvesting is done to overcome the obstacles that occur due to social distancing during the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Result and discussion**

Creative people and better place for life

The concept of a creative city was started in 1988, which introduced a new paradigm of sustainable urban planning. A creative city must include the elements of efficiency and equity for its citizens to get the opportunity to develop creativity in a maximum and satisfying way (Yencken 1988).

The concept of the creative city, both in principle and practice, alludes to the assembly of inventiveness characteristic in expressions and culture to make new ventures and open positions to cultivate the limit regarding urban monetary development. It is accepted to have the option to advance a far-reaching metropolitan recovery measure (Landry 2008). At first, creative cities were thought to emerge through cultural creativity and social inclusiveness. At that time, the Florida theory prevailed where there was a misperception that the city prospered when people from creative circles, such as artists, etc., gathered. Drawing in individuals from the innovative class does not make a city inventive (Costa 2007). A study conducted in Kanazawa City clarified that a creative city needs a balanced 'culture-based production system' in which a social creation framework and social utilization use the social gathering as its primary capital. A few different examinations in urban areas in Japan, like Osaka's city, likewise found that inventive city approaches neglected to deliver agreeable outcomes since they did not flourish as a far-reaching metropolitan technique (Sasaki 2010).

Several cultural centres in Europe initially carried out the idea of creative emergence as a new urban model. In this case, the inventiveness natural in expressions of the human experience and culture is utilized to make another industry and set out occupation open doors. The formation of new openings for nearby specialists and social onlookers can, at last, fortify the city to develop particularly and initially (Florida 2004).

Furthermore, several studies have proven that trying to attract someone who is considered to have creative potential from a creative group does not automatically make a city creative. These cities also need to develop creative industries that function as economic engines, and a large number of workers who have special skills are required to participate in it (Scott 2014).

Thus, if the city's economy does not have the marketing capabilities that allow it to thrive globally, sustainable development will remain challenging. On this side, it is beginning to understand the importance of culture and the information-based urban economic sector in the local economy and oriented towards exports as the mainstream replacing the import industry that was previously very popular (Blakely and Leigh 2013). Some cities that seek to pursue export-oriented economic development often undertake their efforts through mass production. They tend to have few consumers in place and minimal industrial fields.

On the other hand, import substitution can be carried out by focusing on the cultural industry to increase consumption in the region, producing a diverse and higher quality workforce, for example, human resources in developing new knowledge based on industrial information. It is crucial to analyze artists' roles in creative cities at various levels, such as social, cultural, and economic roles (Markusen 2006). We can call this
new industrial development method for urban economic development through high-quality culture through a research model that has been carried out in the city of Kanazawa which is called the 'cultural mode of production utilizing cultural capital' which consists of 5 (five) elements as follows (Sasaki 2011; The Japan Foundation and Programme 2009). Delivering merchandise and projects with high social added esteem, through the combination of specialists' abilities and acceptability with cutting edge devices in the creation cycle; (ii) Making a design connected to the natural business that is intently interlaced between endogenous creating organizations in the area, from the social products industry to the innovative programming and plan industry, to (iii) Course income procured outside the district into the locale, with objectives towards new social speculations; (iv) Social speculation is utilized for the development of exhibition halls and backing from private plan research focuses, and so forth to expand the convergence of culture in the city to deliver advancement and foundation in the territories of cutting edge inventive local gatherings as HR for social creation; (v) Social utilization improves the nature of neighborhood buyer showcases and energizes social interest through buyers who can appreciate products and enterprises of high social quality and quality.

Creative place for city creative
The urban communities of the present reality have put all together in the social framework and creative economies. Culture is accepted as a method for metropolitan recovery, financial development, and social consideration (Comunian 2011). Creative city theory must face challenges and offer creative solutions to social discrimination problems such as people with disabilities, older people, homelessness, and all forms of discrimination as problems that must be resolved. The present inventive urban areas are viewed as very optimistic, endeavours made to support liberality and creative mind, which decidedly impacts traditional culture. The way of thinking is that there is, in every case, more imaginative, likely someplace. It expresses that conditions should be made for individuals to think, plan, and act with a creative mind to make the most of chances or manage metropolitan issues that appear to be hard to settle (Costa 2007).

The approach to investment efforts in the creative economy has developed new competition types between one city and another. The focus of economic strategy and policies has moved towards what cities should have to be "creative." Unfortunately, current policies are often replicated without considering the specific aspects of the place and the conditions. The cultural dynamics dramatically influence the current creative perspective and often consume tourists or visitors to a city. The innovative city strategy approach is firmly identified with the meaning of an inventive city identified with the general detailing of monetary arrangements and is related with the new repositioning of social enterprises and recovery in metropolitan turn of events. 'Imagination' is considered in the broadest sense by looking at how development can assist urban areas with tackling their day by day issues (Landry 2005). The concept of a creative city has various connotations related to alternate points of view on social utilization and creation. It is frequently a logical inconsistency between the "inventive city" as worldwide talk and its application in nearby metropolitan turn of events. The possibility that culture is a motor to help a city's picture and monetary advancement is additionally reflected in the collaboration among specialists and the local area.

Craft and folks as culture
Intangible cultural heritage in the form of culture is closely related to its traditional craft form. The craft can tell the story of a life that has been lived. Also, about the past and the way people live in it. Craft describes the evolution of existence, showing the role of ritual and tradition in producing it. Art incorporates devices, garments and adornments, outfits and props for celebrations and performing expressions, stockpiling compartments, objects utilized for capacity, transportation and haven, enlivening expressions and ceremonial articles, instruments and family utensils, and toys, both for diversion and instruction (Dormer 1997) as illustrated in figure 3 below.

Figure 3. People and places as forming unique crafts and works of art
Many of these craft items were initially meant only to be used for a short period, such as those made for festival ceremonies, while others were created to be heirlooms passed down from generation to generation. The abilities engaged with making handiwork objects assorted as the things and materials themselves are immaterial social legacy. The improvement of globalization presents critical difficulties for the coherence of conventional craft structures, regardless of whether at the degree of enormous worldwide organizations or neighbourhood bungalow ventures, large scale manufacturing can regularly supply merchandise required for day by day life at lower costs, both in cash and time, than carefully assembled creation (Campbell 2005). Many traditional artisans have difficulty adapting to this competition. Ecological and environment pressures likewise affect crafted by customary specialities, just as the diminished accessibility of critical regular assets, in situations where conventional craftsman form into house enterprises, expanding the creation scale can here and there bring about natural harm.

Some of the time, conventional art includes 'proprietary advantages' that are not instructed to untouchables. Be that as it may, if relatives or local area individuals are not keen on learning it, this information can be lost while offering it to outsider's disregards convention. Later on, this should be possible in a reasonable way through endeavours to create conventional artworks while simultaneously finding new business sectors and enabling craftsmen (Fuller, Hamilton, and Seale 2013). Historically, more specialized crafts with high-value products concentrated in city centres and formed trade unions. The skills required by their profession and the need to engage in commodity exchanges permanently often demand a generally higher education level. The craftsmen's production house usually does not stand independently but must depend on the exchange of goods (Huhtamaa 2010).

Handicraft is a significant sector of "traditional" crafting where it is a type of work in which useful tools and ornaments are made entirely by hand or using only simple tools. Usually, this term is applied to the traditional way of making goods. The expertise of the individual items is the most crucial criterion. These things regularly have social as well as strict importance. Things made by large scale manufacturing or by machines are not handiworks. Speciality things are made by the art creation measure (Ingold 2016).

Pekalongan city as a case

Several studies that have been carried out on craft production results, both implicitly and explicitly, have now generally been integrated into other broader forms of research, including through investigations of social and political structures (Costin 2001). It is further explained that there are 3 (three) ways to link the study of craft production and sociopolitical organization, namely: (1) the first way is the role of specialization of expertise in the hierarchical creation and maintenance of society; (2) the second way in which consideration of the social and political implications of the organization of production for social structures and social processes. This perspective provides information about the current specialization, regardless of the production aspect; (3) the third way is where the study of craft production is articulated with social studies. An investigation is carried out on the uses and social meanings of handicraft objects (Costin 2015).

Figure 4 below illustrates the process taking place in Pekalongan, designated as the World Creative City since 2014.

Batik, which has been the Indonesian nation's property since 2009, is increasingly being confirmed through the city brand of Pekalongan is a city of creative craft in the form of Batik, which involves people and places. The religious people of Pekalongan can integrate into the development process of the port trading city in its history (Allo and Piliang 2015).

Figure 5 below describes the distribution of cultural heritage that currently exists in the city of Pekalongan. Cultural Heritage is a physical
legacy currently registered by the Regional Government, for example, in the form of 5 (five) buildings that have a requirement of over 50 (fifty) years of age and do not at all involve the role of craft and craft-making humans which currently exist and are recognized internationally by UNESCO as a creative city of Batik.

Human and the local wisdom

The city of Pekalongan has now been recognized as the city of Batik. In contrast to the nearby Batik city of Surakarta and Yogyakarta, where Batik tradition was born from the art culture initially being centred from the palace, Pekalongan city has its uniqueness. Pekalongan city on the north coast of Central Java has a distinctive Batik motif that is a seven-form motif. The motif means the fusion of local culture with ethnic Chinese. Pekalongan is a city whose citizens consist of various ethnicities that live peacefully side by side (Allo and Piliang 2015).

In connection with the heritage that concerns the place and its uniqueness, the blend of cultures in Pekalongan is evidenced through worship places-built side by side, namely Al Ikhlas Mosque, St. Peter's Church and Po An Thian Temple, increasingly colouring diversity in Pekalongan. The various ethnic cultures that have lived together for an extended period since the founding of Pekalongan are depicted in figure 7 above.

Batik produced by the city of Pekalongan and having a different cultural meaning according to the people who have lived in it. Pekalongan Batik also has an advantage in the use of colour. Batik fabric can use eight colours to look more beautiful and attractive than Batiks from other regions. Pekalongan Batik has been integrated with the local community. Most of the production is done in the homes of residents.

In this way, the components of society and culture can make strides the competitiveness capability had by creating the make itself, the nearby culture of the community that made it, as well as their endeavours to protect and create itself in arrange to be able to outlive concurring to the requirements of the improvement of the city within the future.
Conclusion

Persistence of local wisdom, openness to diversity, and adaptive social organization are essential factors in the cultural heritage production process, continuity, and competitiveness.

The study on Batik heritage in the Pekalongan case has given us a better understanding of the local community's challenges and the city developing its competitive advantages.

The study has managed to find the relationship between the physical elements of city space and the strong meaning concerning the creative abilities possessed by its people, both tangible and intangible. It is this strength that underlies the distinctive and sustainable cultural development to build a city competitive advantage.

A city is about people. A better place to live is related to the creativity of the people who are living within it. The relationship between people and place is reciprocal. A city with good social-economic and physical infrastructure will generate a better competition capacity through their cultural productions in tangible and intangible forms authentically.

Material and immaterial cultural products such as crafts and folk arts are the keys to a creative city's rebranding capacity. Batik, with all of its agents, systems, and processes, results from the quality of human resources, the uniqueness of the culture, and natural resources.

The study has demonstrated the combination of the Butterfly-Mamoli and Big Data gatherings analytical method's effectiveness in dissecting the relationship between people and place to extract the cultural "DNA" during the current COVID-19 pandemic limitations. Identifying the key factors, reciprocal relationships, and environmental prerequisites are the starting point for developing practical strategies and policies in the future.

This study also serves as an initial step towards a novel contribution in the city branding, place attachment, and the city competitive advantage theoretical discourses.
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